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In this folder on, we can find a program that can be run as a bootloader, what you can think of as a
piece of "program in the flash". The program itself is a fairly simple script that will be able to do lots

of things. Looking at it more closely, you can see that its just a flash loader that runs code in the
flash, checks a checksum and can load new code. Its important to note here that this bootloader can

execute code in the flash, in other words, it can run firmware itself. This seems a bit like the final
solution that I have been looking for, and its one thing that the Memento Frame does not seem to

have done. So this bootloader will let us load our own firmware onto the frame and run it, but more
on that next time. So I have been watching the bootloader program, and I see the first line of code

run, and it looks like a checksum calculation. At first, I am not sure why the bootloader is generating
a checksum in the first place, then I realize that it has to do so in order for the code to determine the
version number of the firmware. It generates a checksum, and then the code in the bootloader looks
in the firmware for the checksum value. I get the feeling that this is the most important change that
the final firmware brought to the frame. Its simply the ability to program the Memento Frame itself,
even if its just in a manner that can be easily flashed onto the frame. The bootloader itself requires
no upload from any outside source. The next step in making the final firmware is to be able to load

program directly to the bootloader, as opposed to having to first write the program to the
bootloader. This seems relatively simple because Memento can connect to an USB serial port, as well

as use RS485 for downloading and uploading. In the past, I have tried to connect to the Memento
Frame over USB, but found that certain frames will refuse to have any device connected to them, not

even the serial port. This is why I was trying to use RS485. The Memento Frame is clearly not
hardwired with this connection, as its simple to use via a USB cable, so why not use it? The Memento

Frame can simply be plugged into a USB port on a computer with the frame flashed, and then the
Memento Frame will be able to talk directly to the computer using the USB port. The next bit of code

that we write to the frame is to be able to program the Memento in this fashion.
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memento firmware 2.02 should work on all frames but i still havent tried it. i think its probably a
good idea to wait for a firmware upgrade, if one ever comes, before you start using your memento

with your camera. it wouldnt surprise me if memento firmware 3.03 will stop this feature from
working at all on your frame. but its not too bad to go from firmware 2.02 to 2.03 or 3.03. i have

finally found a place where you can download the new firmware for your memento from sandisk, the
memento site. this file is downloadable as a zip file for every firmware release. the download will

require the latest version of adobe flash and also that you have java installed in your browser. the
files are usually about 1.8mb in size. i have successfully uploaded a couple of raw images to my

memento frame using the camera and the usb cable from my computer. this was very much a trial
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and error process, and i even tried it with several different raw formats. it turns out that the
memento frame is not designed to process raw images, so each raw format will produce a different

result. here are the first two raw files i tried: so the search for a solution would start, because i
wasn't going to give up. i dug around the internet for weeks, and at last i found a company that

could make a firmware update for me. they made it to the memento and fixed the problem. they are
a start up, so they aren't around anymore, but i was able to get the firmware through them. i've

attached a screenshot of their official website. i'm hoping this doesn't make them the go-to fixer for
the memento as this is only the second time i've seen a memento with the firmware update

installed. but as you can see, its a really simple fix, that anyone can make. i think i'm set now and
will post an update if the firmware ever stops working. good luck to you, everyone. 5ec8ef588b
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